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Message from the Chief

In recognition of our commitment to keep the Arlington community informed and engaged, it is with great pride that I present to you the        
FY 2017 – FY 2021 Department’s Strategic Management Plan.  

This plan is built upon input from our stakeholders in the community as well as within the Arlington County Police Department.  It is designed 
to guide the men and women of our agency as we fulfill our responsibilities to the community.  We have invested a considerable amount of 
effort in developing a plan that translates our Department’s mission and values into goals and objectives that help us continue to effectively 
allocate our resources.  As such, our plan is arranged on four key areas allowing us to focus on central issues and allocate resources to the most 
essential services.  

 Transportation Safety
 Crime Prevention and Control
 Community Engagement
 Enhance Infrastructure

The plan does not intend to address everything that needs to be accomplished by our agency.  Instead it looks to the future to fulfill big-picture 
items and plan for challenges facing our community and the law enforcement profession.  While the plan acts as a foundation to our actions, it 
is also malleable and over the next five fiscal years will be adjusted as the needs of our community change. 

I encourage you to review the plan and become familiar with our key objectives.  There are many opportunities to become directly involved 
with us and strong community relationships will ensure successful implementation of this plan.  On behalf of the Arlington County Police 
Department, thank you for allowing us to serve you. 

Sincerely,

M. Jay Farr
Chief of Police
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Mission Statement

Our mission is the reduction of the incidence of crime and the 
improvement of the quality of life in Arlington County by making 
it a place where all people can live safely and without fear.
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Core Values

 Courage:  We are willing to confront internal and external challenges. We recognize the dangers inherent in 
our profession and are willing to place the safety of others above our own.

 Competence:  We are knowledgeable and proficient in the performance of our responsibilities. We assess 
our actions to improve performance.

 Commitment: We pledge to fulfill our missions by being accountable to our community, our department, 
and to each other.

 Compassion:  We care about the well-being of all members of our department and community. We treat 
everyone with dignity and respect.

 Integrity:  We are committed to the highest standards of honesty and ethical conduct, which are the 
cornerstones of our profession. We uphold the public trust and our commitment to our core values. 

 Restraint: We exercise self-discipline and control at all times to model behavior for our peers and 
community.

 Respect: We recognize the authority we hold and will treat others as we would like to be treated. We 
faithfully, and without bias, honor our obligations to the community.
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Goals

 Transportation Safety:  Promote, encourage and maintain the safe movement of 
people and vehicles throughout the County through education and enforcement efforts.

 Crime Prevention and Control:  Maintain community safety by implementing 
strategies that protect life, property and preserve order by responding to emergencies, 
conducting thorough investigations and providing education.  

 Community Engagement:  Forge partnerships with stakeholders to enable all 
vested parties to participate developing a collective vision of policing in Arlington County. 

 Enhance Infrastructure:  Provide officers with resources and equipment essential 
to increase their capacity to respond rapidly, effectively and safely to all incidents.  
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Organizational Chart (Hierarchal)
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Planning Process and Implementation

STRATEGIC PLANNING 

WHAT IS STRATEGIC PLANNING AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT? 

 Strategic planning, used by all types of organizations worldwide, is a process that defines the organization’s Identity, Mission, Value and most importantly it’s 
Vision and the Plan to arrive at a newly defined future-space. Generally, strategic plans are home grown processes, (developed from within an organization), 
that articulate direction for the next 3-5 years and exist in the form of a governing “living” document that is regularly reviewed and updated. It is the highest 
level of thinking within an organization, provides the road map for all future actions and is the basis for all other related planning, (e.g. Personnel, Budget, 
Capital). 

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS

 The planning phase of the strategic management plan process consists of establishing a set of general but clear Strategic Goals, that when attained through the 
follow on plan, achieve our Mission. These strategic goals define the destination, changes the current organizational direction and the mind set of the 
personnel. The plan itself is derived from these goals and then drills down from the general to the very specific. For each established strategic goal, a set of 
objectives is created to achieve the goal. This portion of the plan creates a series of concrete steps that establish a road to the destination, is inherently shorter 
term and translates thought into action. Then, within each objective, a set of strategies is created designed to achieve the objective. Strategies define the 
methods or plans used to create outcomes, employment of resources and are specific and measurable. Finally, the execution of each strategy is supported by 
an action plan, which describes or lists what needs to be done, by whom and when. 
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Planning Process and Implementation

ACPD STRATEGIC PROCESS 

 The Arlington County Police Department (ACPD) planning process began in the spring of 2016.  Community outreach analysis was performed and conducted 
by LINK Strategies at the request of the Chief of Police; which consisted of both internal and external assessments.  The internal assessment engaged the 
executive and command staff; the external assessment was achieved through a community meeting and survey that represented a cross-section of the 
community. 

 The consultant provided an analysis that identified four areas that the community felt were priorities for the ACPD:  Transportation Safety, Quality of Life 
issues, Digital Outreach and Technology.  

 Under the direction of the Chief of  Police,  personnel assigned to the of the Office of Professional Responsibility met with each Division Commander and 
Section Commander who oversaw our strategies under the previous SMP; ending with the development of a set of strategic goals. Subsequent meetings 
were held to review the newly created strategic goals; then focused on the development of Objectives and Strategies for each strategic goal. 

REVIEW, ACCOUNTABILITY & IMPLEMENTATION 

 ACPD leadership is committed to the successful communication and implementation of the Strategic Management Plan.  Each action plan, in support of 
strategies, objectives and goals, will have a dedicated accountability within the ACPD to ensure its successful execution.  The Strategic Management Plan will 
be reviewed and updated on a bi-annual basis prior to the County’s annual budget review cycle. 

BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS

 Most initiatives depicted in the Strategic Management Plan are either currently represented in the Arlington County Police Department Operating Budget, 
Arlington County Capital Plan, Grants or are budget neutral.  
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Goals and Objectives
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Goal 1

Transportation 
Safety

Objective 1: Enhance Motor 
Vehicle, Pedestrian and Bicycle 

Safety

Objective 2: Enhance DUI 
Initiatives County-wide

Objective 3: Explore Traffic 
Engineering Solutions

Objective 4:  Replace/Maintain 
Transportation Safety 

Equipment

Goal 2

Crime Prevention 
and Control

Objective 1: Enhance Criminal 
Investigations

Objective 2: Deter/Detect 
Criminal Behavior

Objective 3: Robust Critical 
Incident Capabilities

Objective 4: Resource 
Management

Goal 3

Community 
Engagement

Objective 1: Strengthen 
Community Bonds and Promote 

Partnerships

Objective 2: Strengthen Business 
Alliances

Objective 3: Increase 
Transparency and Trust

Objective 4: Crime Awareness

Goal 4

Enhance 
Infrastructure

Objective 1: Develop Personnel

Objective 2: Plan for Growth and 
Future Vacancies

Objective 3: Improve, Identify 
and Implement Technologies to 

Enhance Policing Services

Objective 4: Conduct Facilities 
Planning

Objective 5: Asset Management



Strategic Management Plan Format
 Goal: Specific statement of intended future results and a general and continuing statement of intended future results.

 Objectives: Are broad categories.  They are non-measurable, not dated, continuous, and ongoing.  Objectives move the agency from 
motive to action.  

 Strategy: Specific measurable activity that supports the objective and ultimately contributes to the achievement of the goal.

 Purpose: Why the Department is implementing the strategy.

 Target Completion Date: Displays when each strategy is slated to take place, in fiscal year format.

 Active Fiscal Year/Funding: Depicts when each strategy is expected to be working and how it is funded. Funding sources include 
operating budget, capital fund, grant, budget neutral and TBD (to be determined).

 Action Plan: A description of what needs to be done, when and by whom to achieve the results called for by one or more objectives.

 Measures of Success: Benchmarks set by the Strategy Sponsor and approved by Division Commanders in order to evaluate if the 
strategy is successful.

 Strategy Sponsor(s): ACPD commander(s) who has been tasked with implementing the defined strategy.
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Detailed Strategy Descriptions
Goal #1 – Transportation Safety
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OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

Objective 1: Enhance Motor Vehicle, Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety

1: Evaluate, update and coordinate traffic safety campaigns

2: Encourage/assign officers to conduct enforcement at Special Operations Section (SOS) complaint log locations

3: Enhance traffic analysis capabilities – POSITION RECLASSIFED – Removed from SMP

4: Provide comprehensive investigative support for all critical and fatal traffic accidents

Objective 2: Enhance DUI Initiatives County-wide

1: Conduct education and awareness programs focusing on dangers of impaired driving

2: Focus Driving Under the Influence (DUI) enforcement efforts by analyzing Traffic Accident Reduction Program (TARP), Traffic Records Electronic Data 

System (TREDS) and Record Management System (RMS) data

Objective 3: Explore Traffic Engineering Solutions

1: Collaborate with Department of Environmental Services (DES) and Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) on top 5 TARP and other 

problematic locations

Objective 4: Replace/Maintain Transportation Safety Equipment

1: Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Equipment

2: Alcohol detection equipment

3: Speed measuring devices



Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 1: Enhance Motor Vehicle, Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Safety

Strategy 1 Evaluate, update and coordinate traffic safety campaigns

Purpose Enhance vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian safety in Arlington 

County

Target Completion Date Ongoing 

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating budget/DMV Grant

Action Plan

 Participate in quarterly Council of Governments (COG) traffic safety campaigns 

including Street Smart, Click it or Ticket, Safe Routes to School, Smooth Operator.

 Conduct Arlington specific initiatives including Safe Bike Initiative (SBI) and 

Pedestrian Safety Stings (PS2 ) , Rosslyn Pedestrian Safety Initiative (RPSI), TARP.

 Increase public awareness via social media platforms, distribution of educational 

materials, and deployment of variable message boards in target locations. 

 Collect, evaluate, and distribute programmatic data for analysis to appropriate 

stakeholders.  

Measure of Success

 Participate in all COG campaigns.

 Complete SBI two times annually. 

 Conduct PS2 3x monthly as weather conditions allow.

 Reduction in accidents involving cars, bikes and pedestrians.

 Vision Zero traffic deaths.

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander

Strategy 2 Encourage/assign officers to conduct enforcement at SOS complaint 

log locations

Purpose Address citizen complaints concerning traffic issues in Arlington 

County.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan

 SOS maintains a log of traffic hot spots based on complaints from citizens, police 

staff and other County employees.

 SOS staff are assigned complaints on a daily basis by the SOS Sergeants

 SOS project manager sends a list of prioritized locations to the Patrol Section and 

District Teams on a monthly basis. Patrol Staff and District Officers will log activity 

on a traffic enforcement log following a 10 day period enforcement/observation. 

Detail sheets returned to SOS project manager.

 Off Duty enforcement programs may be directed to identified traffic complaint 

locations as necessary and appropriate. 

Measure of Success

 All complaints receive initial police action within two weeks of receipt

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander

Patrol Section Commanders
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Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 1: Enhance Motor Vehicle, Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Safety

Strategy 3 Enhance traffic analysis capabilities

Purpose Capture and analyze empirical data in order to efficiently 
deploy limited police resources to enhance traffic safety in 
Arlington County. 

Target Completion Date              POSITION RECLASSIFIED – REMOVED – FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding

Action Plan
 Hire traffic Analyst. 

Measure of Success
 Obtain Full Time Employee (FTE) position and complete hiring process.  

Strategy Sponsor
Special Operations Section Commander

Strategy 4 Provide Comprehensive Investigative Support for All Critical and 
Fatal Traffic Accidents.

Purpose Improve the response, effectiveness and investigative capabilities 
in the Operations Division and the Criminal Investigative Section.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget 

Action Plan
 Update Critical Accident Team (CAT) policy.

o Develop CAT Investigations Standard Operations Procedure (SOP) manual.
o Create a CAT training plan to include:

 Specialized training in critical accident investigation and 
reconstruction. 

 Critical Accident Incident Management training.
 Roll call training for all Operations personnel.

 Restructure CAT team.
o Identify and train two (2) teams of Criminal Investigations Section (CIS) 

detectives.
o Recruit and train CAT members from each Patrol Squad to incorporate 

into the teams. 
o Develop incentives for participating team members.

 Provide specialized and advanced accident investigation training.

Measures of Success
 Update SOP and create training plan.
 Create structure and complete selection process.
 Identify and initiate necessary training.
 Identify and purchase necessary traffic accident investigative 

equipment/software.
 Operationalize new CAT concept to provide higher level of service and 

investigative support in critical accidents. 

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigations Section Commander 
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Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 2: Enhance DUI Initiatives County-wide

Strategy 1 Conduct education and awareness programs focusing on dangers of 
impaired driving

Purpose To educate police officers and the public through media 
campaigns, training opportunities and community outreach on the 
dangers and consequences of alcohol abuse and driving while 
intoxicated. 

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Conduct education and awareness programs during the course of the year. 
 Provide media outreach through the use of social media to inform the community 

of planned DUI Checkpoints and other alcohol related media campaigns such as 
“Drive Sober, Don’t Get Pulled Over.” 

 Work with bar owners in Clarendon along with investigators from the Alcohol 
Beverage Control (ABC) and the Arlington County Fire Marshall’s Office who will 
help enforce appropriate serving of patrons and enforcement of illegal alcohol 
serving and occupancy violations. 

 Attend Advanced DUI Course where selected officers and Commonwealth 
Attorney’s receive updates on the latest DUI laws. The Commonwealth Attorney’s 
Office covers the cost for the officers. 

 Increase the number of Breath Alcohol (BA) Operators by sending interested 
officers to the Basic BA School sponsored by the Virginia Department of Forensic 
Science. 

Measure of Success
 The number of alcohol related incidents in the CY 2017 are reduced from CY 2016.
 Periodic traditional or social media releases regarding impaired driving.

Strategy Sponsor
Patrol Section Commanders

Strategy 2 Focus DUI enforcement efforts by analyzing TARP, TREDS and RMS 
data

Purpose To utilize available data from TARP, TREDS and RMS to determine the 
ideal locations to perform DUI Checkpoints, DUI Saturation Patrols and 
Alcohol Safety Action Program (ASAP) Details. 

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding DMV Grants/General Fund 

Action Plan
 Utilize the data provided by the TARP Reports, TREDS and RMS to determine the 

ideal locations to perform DUI Checkpoints, DUI Saturation Patrols and ASAP 
Details. 

 Using the data will help identify the locations where alcohol related incidents and 
accidents as well as all other traffic accidents occur and to concentrate our 
enforcement efforts in the areas where the data indicates these issues are 
occurring most often. 

Measure of Success
 Supported by the data provided through the different reports and systems, 

officers are placed into the higher activity areas and based on the officer’s 
enforcement efforts, we experience a decline in alcohol related traffic accidents 
and events. 

Strategy Sponsor
Patrol Section Commanders
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Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 3: Explore Traffic Engineering Solutions

Strategy 1 Collaborate with the DES and VDOT on top 5 TARP locations 

and other problematic locations

Purpose Identify and develop non-enforcement solutions to improve                                                                                   

safety in areas with high accident rates.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating budget

Action Plan

 Identify problem areas by observation and enforcement.

 Identify appropriate stakeholder (VDOT or DES) responsible for roadway.

 Meet monthly with transportation stakeholders to discuss quarterly TARP report 

and prioritized locations on ACPD complaint log. 

 Identify non enforcement solutions (e.g. light timing, improved signage, lane 

markings). 

 Help transportation partners identify funding sources to pay for traffic solutions.

Measure of Success

 In conjunction with transportation partners develop non-enforcement solutions to 

transportation problems.  Implementation is not necessary a measure of  success 

as funding may not be available to implement the solution.

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander
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Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 4: Replace/Maintain Transportation Safety 
Equipment

Strategy 1 Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Equipment

Purpose Ensure the functionality of Traffic incident management 

equipment.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/Grants

Action Plan

 Determine Life Cycle of TIM Equipment.

 Conduct comprehensive inspection of all existing equipment.

 Develop replacement cycle.

 Inspect prior to each deployment.

 Service as required.

 Identify need for new or updated technology by attending professional 

conferences or trade shows.

 Work with Grant Manager to identify possible funding streams to purchase new or 

replacement equipment.

Measure of Success

 A working and sufficient fleet of traffic management equipment.

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander

Strategy 2 Alcohol Detection Equipment

Purpose Determine the need for additional Alco-sensors (preliminary breath 
test devices – PBT) in order for police officers to perform their job 
effectively and efficiently.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/DMV Grants

Action Plan
 Meet annually with the Operations Deputy Chief and Fiscal Management Unit 

(FMU) to determine the amount/percentage of the budget to be allocated toward 
Patrol Section equipment.

 Work with FMU in maintain a comprehensive inventory of all assigned PBTs.
 Confirm the life cycle and develop a replacement cycle for the PBTs.
 Work with the FMU (Grants) to identify possible funding sources to assist with 

these purchases.

Measure of Success
 Working PBTs assigned/allocated correctly to assist police officers in performing 

their job.
 The appropriate number of PBTs to ensure they are available to police officers at 

the time of need.

Strategy Sponsor

Patrol Section Commanders
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Goal #1: Transportation Safety
Objective 4: Replace/Maintain Transportation Safety 
Equipment

Strategy 3 Speed measuring devices

Purpose Ensure the functionality of speed measuring equipment. 

Determine need for addition of speed measuring devices in 

order to maintain the ability to respond to traffic complaints 

in a timely manner.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating budget/DMV grants

Action Plan

 Determine life cycle of speed measuring  equipment.

 Conduct comprehensive  inspection of all existing equipment.

 Develop replacement cycle.

 Inspect prior to each deployment. 

 Service as required.

 Identify need for new or updated technology by attending professional 

conferences or trade shows.

 Work with Grant Office to identify possible funding streams to purchase new or 

replacement equipment.

 Maintain device calibrations as needed for evidentiary purposes.

 Provide a list on an annual basis of equipment needs for the upcoming fiscal year.

Measure of Success

 A working sufficient fleet of speed measuring devices. 

 A reduction in the backlog for deployment of traffic classifiers.

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander
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Detailed Strategy Descriptions
Goal #2 – Crime Prevention and Control
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OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

Objective 1: Enhance Criminal Investigations

1: Boost social media/digital intelligence capabilities 

2: Improve crime analysis capabilities, sharing and regional support

3: Expand Homeland Security outreach and support functions 

4: Employ appropriate crime scene and investigative methods and efforts to solve criminal investigations

5: Leverage regional partnerships, task forces and networks to support criminal investigations

Objective 2: Deter/Detect Criminal Behavior

1: Identify and disrupt narcotics distribution of illegal and prescription drugs

2: Engage in community based gang prevention to include education and suppression efforts

3: Improve Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) capabilities - SUSPENDEDED

4: Identify crime trends and allocate necessary resources

Objective 3: Robust Critical Incident Capabilities 

1: Active Violence Incident/terrorism response and awareness

2: High threat/disaster preparedness

Objective 4: Resource Management

1: Prioritize lower level property crimes

2: Enhance communication of crime trends/outcomes between divisions



Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 1: Enhance Criminal Investigations

Strategy 1 Boost Social Media/Digital Intelligence Capabilities

Purpose Improve the agency’s social media investigative and digital intelligence 
gathering capabilities for law enforcement purposes.

Target Completion Date FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding TBD

Action Plan
 Create and advertise job description that includes roles, responsibilities and 

expectations.
 Create a social media detective’s position within CIS.
 Develop a standard operating procedure for use of social media in criminal 

investigations.
o Ensure civil rights and privacy safeguards are incorporated in procedures 

and practices.
o Create a social media and digital intelligence gathering training plan.

 Provide specialized social media and digital intelligence gathering investigation 
training.

 Develop public-private partnerships for law enforcement intelligence.

Measures of Success
 Create and complete selection process for CIS Social Media detective position.
 Identify and initiate necessary training.
 Identify and purchase necessary investigative equipment/software.
 Operationalize new investigative position.
 Incorporate annual review to ensure compliance with 28 Code of Federal 

Regulations Part 23 and applicable state laws for intelligence gathering, retention 
of data and use of actionable information. 

Strategy Sponsor
Homeland Security Section Commander

Strategy  2     Improve crime analysis capabilities, sharing and regional support

Purpose Enhancement of the Crime Analysis Unit by re-classifying the job 
tasks of the vacant “Crime” analyst position to one of a “Strategic” 
crime analyst.

Target Completion Date  Analyst Classification – COMPLETED
Sharing and Regional Support – Yearly 

Active Fiscal Year/Funding  TBD (until reclassification is approved by County 
Human Resources)

Action Plan
 Finalize the Strategic Crime Analyst Job Information Questionnaire (JIQ) for 

County Human Resources (HR) to review and approve; interview process and 
hiring for position.  

 This position would be responsible for creating and distributing reports on 
criminal activity, changing crime trends and patterns as well as presenting 
analyses to operations personnel for deployment of officers to specific areas of 
the county that are experiencing crime series or elevated crime levels.  

 Generate various reports, identifying criminal activity, suspect information, crime 
trends and prevention methods.  

 Work with various sections within the police department on crime-related issues.  
 Regional support – attend various regional meetings, made up of local and federal 

agencies to build relationships and points of contacts; share information.   

Measure of Success  
 Reclassification of vacant position to better support the needs of the police 

department in predicting crime; allocating resources and providing the required 
information that both the Operations and Criminal Investigations Divisions can 
utilize for deployment of personnel and prevention of crime.    

Strategy Sponsor  
Homeland Security Section Commander
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 1: Enhance Criminal Investigations

Strategy 3 Improve capacity to avert terror related activities from occurring within 
Arlington County and the National Capital Region (NCR).

Purpose Develop Homeland Security Section (HSS) outreach efforts and expand 
intelligence gathering capabilities in order to identify, investigate and prevent 
terror related activities.

Target Completion Date  Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding TBD/Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Increase staffing to better participate in interagency task forces and other groups that have 

been created to facilitate coordination of counterterrorism efforts and the sharing of 
intelligence. 

 Develop and deploy a community outreach program focused on the reporting of suspicious 
activity and behavior.  This program will be provided to public, private and not-for-profit 
stakeholders.  

 Provide additional support to the police department by expanding the Section’s working 
hours for more coverage of evening/midnight hours.

 Continue to receive, vet and share intelligence on current threats related to officer safety 
and awareness.

 Provide timely briefings, staff bulletins and/or training to ensure information is 
recognizable and understood in the ever-changing criminal and domestic/international 
terror threats.  

 Provide personnel with effective means of detection and prevention of potential terrorist 
activities.

Measure of Success
 Section staffing level increased.
 Proactive outreach efforts increase the reporting and identification of suspicious 

behavior/activity (measured against current baseline).
 Section availability during the evening and nighttime hours expanded.
 Intelligence sharing conducted internally/externally.

Strategy Sponsor:  Homeland Security Section Commander

Strategy 4 Employ appropriate crime scene and investigative methods and efforts to 
solve criminal investigations.

Purpose Continue to improve the agency’s investigative capabilities to solve 
serious crimes assigned to the Criminal Investigations Section.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget 

Action Plan
 Annual review/update of Section Standard Operating Procedures (SOP).
 Create a social media detective’s position within CIS.
 Develop public-private partnerships for law enforcement intelligence.
 Fill Crime Scene Unit vacancy to provide for succession planning.
 Seek additional county funding to ensure CIS supervisors and detectives continue to 

receive relevant and up to date training opportunities.
 Ensure CIS supervisors and detectives continue to participate in professional associations 

and communicate with operations personnel and regional partners.
 Ensure CIS supervisors and detectives continue to participate and take leadership roles in 

task force opportunities. 
 Leverage task force funding to upgrade equipment and provide investigative training 

opportunities.
 Utilize technology to enhance investigative efforts:

o Ensure CIS supervisors and detectives receive refresher training and are utilizing 
databases, investigative software, and analysis software effectively.

o Enhance technical capabilities as new technologies emerge. 
o Provide additional training to civilian staff on crime analysis software and 

investigative support as administrative duties diminish due to systems 
automation. 

Measures of Success
 Maintain current CIS representation on the Virginia State Police (VASP) Internet Crimes 

Against Children (ICAC) Task Force (TF), the FBI Violent Crimes TF, the Secret Service 
Electronic Crimes TF, the Secret Service Financial Crimes TF members (FCU), the FBI Cyber 
Crimes TF and continue to seek participation in the US Marshals Fugitive TF.

 Continue to meet or exceed the national average clearance rates of similar criminal 
investigations.

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigations Section Commander 
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 1: Enhance Criminal Investigations

Strategy 5 Leverage regional partnerships, task forces and networks to 
support criminal investigations.

Purpose To enhance and support our investigative efforts both locally & 
regionally creating effective LE partnerships across jurisdictional 
boundaries.  

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Budget Neutral

Action Plan
 Continue present & ongoing task force participation with successful High Intensity 

Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA), Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) and local 
and state task forces.

 Continue present and ongoing task force participation with Secret Service Metro 
Area Fraud TF & Electronic Crimes TF, FBI Cyber Crimes TF & Violent Crimes TF, 
and Virginia State Police ICAC TF.

 Yearly evaluation of continued support and participation in task forces
 Consider part-time participation of various task forces as crime trends and staffing 

dictate on an ongoing basis.
 Bi-Annual meetings with task force supervisors to determine task force goals, 

measures of success and evaluate Arlington County personnel participation and 
effort.  

Measure of Success
 Evaluation given by task force supervisors, case closures, peer review and seizures.
 Evaluation given by Arlington supervisor with input from task force.
 Task force met goals set by HIDTA during yearly performance reviews.

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigations Division Commanders
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 2: Detect/Deter Criminal Behavior

Strategy 1 Identify and disrupt narcotics distribution of illegal and prescription 
drugs

Purpose To limit the detrimental effects of illegal and prescription drugs in the 
community.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Increased collaboration between CIS/Organized Crime Section (OCS)/Patrol 

investigators on incidents involving overdoses of opioid based narcotics (fatal & 
non-fatal).

 Increased communication and coordination between OCS/School Resource Officer 
Unit (SRO)/Arlington County Public Schools (ACPS) partners to determine extent of 
drug presence at Middle School and High School levels. Develop investigative and 
prosecutorial strategy in conjunction with the Commonwealth’s Attorney (CA) 
office.

 Augment internal training for new and tenured detectives in following areas: 
tactical operations, surveillance methods, legal updates and investigative trends.

 Explore potential for collaborative partnerships (public & private) to deliver 
alternative resolution to drug users: rehabilitation, therapy, employment and 
recreation programs.

Measure of Success
 Revamp opioid related response protocol and communicate same to 

OCS/CIS/Patrol personnel.
 Develop strategy to assess/track drug issues at Middle and High School levels.  
 Implement multi-pronged approach to combat same with partners/stake-holders.
 Establish redundant training cycle for tactical/surveillance operations.  Conduct 

ongoing training at unit level encompassing legal and investigative updates.  Draft 
training manual/checklist for newly-assigned Vice investigators.  Research 
potential UC training course to be completed in-house.

 Attend state-level summit training on collaborative efforts throughout state and 
nation.  Research potential for same to be developed and started in Arlington.

Strategy Sponsor 
Organized Crime Section Commander

Strategy 2 Engage in community based gang prevention to include education and 
suppression efforts.

Purpose             To disrupt gang recruitment and activity

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan:
 Provide training on latest trends to other sections within the agency and to the 

staffs at the schools
 Conduct Home visits of at-risk youth in concert with the gang prevention 

coordinator. Parents are provided with prevention material from the National 
Gang Center. The PACE (Probation & Curfew Enforcement) program has been 
reinstituted. Gang Detective’s conduct home visits with a probation officer of 
court involved juveniles.

 “Smart Choices” curriculum developed and is being delivered to 7th grade 
students.

 Develop a multidisciplinary intervention team. This team will be composed of law 
enforcement, probation, and other stakeholders who work together to case 
manage gang intervention targets.

Measure of Success
 Updates given on a quarterly basis to insure sections within the agency and 

school faculty are current with the latest gang trends.
 This is an ongoing partnership with Juvenile courts. In 2016 the unit has 

conducted 73 visits. We would like to see the program expanded and the number 
of visits increased.

 This is an ongoing partnership with the school system. 47 Intervention/Prevention 
classes have been taught in 2016. We are expanding our efforts and anticipate 
tripling our classes taught.

 The team is meeting and reviewing cases and sharing information by the end of 
the year.

Strategy Sponsor
Organized Crime Section Commander
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 2: Detect/Deter Criminal Behavior

Strategy 3 Improve Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) 

capabilities

Purpose To enhance the program and build in succession.

Target Completion Date SUSPENDEDED – FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan

 Identify second CPTED lead and have them certified.

 Train additional Officers in CPTED (District Teams, CIS, Patrol).

 As number of trained staff increase, advertise availability of this resource.

Measure of Success
 Number of trained Officers
 Number of security surveys completed
 Second lead identified

Strategy Sponsor

Operations Support Section Commander (Previously – First District Commander)

Strategy 4 Identify crime trends and allocate necessary resources

Purpose To identify where crime is occurring and to direct resources to 

those areas in order to address and eliminate the criminal activity.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan

 Utilize the data provided by the Crime Analysis Unit, BAIR Analytics and 

information gathered through the CIS Liaison Program to identify crimes trends, 

develop appropriate responses and utilize available resources to address the 

different crime trends. 

 Maintain open the lines of communication between Criminal Investigations 

Division (CID), Crime Analysis, District Team and Patrol by having officers meet 

with detectives to discuss crime trends. 

 Empower and encourage officers and investigators to use department task force 

resources when appropriate.

Measure of Success

 Based on open lines of communication and sharing of information, crime trends 

are identified and effectively addressed in a timely manner. 

Strategy Sponsor

Criminal Investigations Division Commanders

Patrol Section Commanders
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 3: Robust Critical Incident Capabilities

Strategy 1 Active Violence Incident/terrorism response and awareness

Purpose Respond to an active violence incident in Arlington County or to 
assist another agency in Northern Virginia who is responding to an 
active violence incident. 

Target Completion Date FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Finalize the Active Violence Incident (AVI) Plan that was initiated in December 2015 in 

conjunction with the Arlington County Police Department, Arlington County Fire 
Department, Falls Church Police Department and Alexandria Police Department. 

 The plan will become an addendum to the Northern Virginia Mutual Aid Plan and will have 
participation from all Northern Virginia police departments/sheriff offices. 

 Once finalized as an addendum, training will need to be completed. At a minimum, training 
of all patrol shifts, command staff and the Emergency Communications Center personnel 
will need to be completed so that all parties involved in the initial response are informed of 
the plan for either an AVI in Arlington or in a concurrent jurisdiction.

Measure of Success:
 All patrol officers/supervisors, Command Staff and Emergency Communications Center 

(ECC) Personnel are trained on the AVI Plan and are tested, either through table top 
exercises or, an actual AVI and are successful in responding to and eliminating the threat.

Strategy Sponsor
Patrol Section Commanders
Homeland Security Section Commander
Human Resources Management Section Commander

Strategy 2 High threat/disaster preparedness

Purpose Minimize the impact of emergencies and disaster on the community 
through coordinated planning, information sharing and resource 
management between County departments, partnering agencies and the 
public.  

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Office of Emergency Management (OEM)/PD – Operating 
Budget

Action Plan
 Conduct Active Shooter Preparedness Program presentations, Table-Top Exercises (TTX) 

and Active Shooter RUN-HIDE-FIGHT drills for the community; to include businesses and 
faith based groups.  

 Host discussion based workshops and drills, mainly focused on "Active Shooter Events". 
 OEM Liaison will serve as a committee member of the WMATA’s Emergency Response and 

Evacuation planning and exercise program for 2017.  Assisted WMATA’ s OEM with the 
planning and formulation of their Emergency Response and Evacuation Plans for all Metro 
Stations in the National Capitol Region. 

 OEM Liaison will hold quarterly Federal Emergency Managers Partnership meetings to 
discuss all hazard situations that could affect Arlington County and the National Capitol 
Region (NCR).

 The Patrol Section will continue to conduct Incident Command Training with all supervisors 
in order to improve resource and personnel management on mid-level and higher 
incidents. 

 The expectation of the Patrol Section is that Incident Command will be invoked at mid-
level and higher incidents. This will prepare supervisors and officers in the proper use of 
Incident Command so that on larger scenes, the supervisors are prepared to manage their 
resources and personnel effectively. 

Measure of Success
 Conduct, facilitate and/or coordinate annual multi-disciplined, multi-jurisdictional 

exercises following the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) 
recommended protocols.

 Patrol supervisors become comfortable with the use of Incident Command and are able to 
effectively manage personnel and resources at mid-level and higher criminal incidents.  

Strategy Sponsor
Patrol  Section Commanders
Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #2: Crime Prevention and Control
Objective 4: Resource Management

Strategy 1 Prioritize lower level property crimes

Purpose Evaluate the need and manner in which investigative requirements can 
be adjusted for lower level property crimes.  

Target Completion Date FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 The prioritization of lower level property crimes will be accomplished through the 

joint effort of the Patrol Section Commanders, Watch Commanders, CIS 
Commander, and CIS Unit Supervisors. 

 Once identified, patrol officers will no longer be dispatched but rather, the 
complainant will be directed to report the crime using the department’s online 
reporting system.

 Any police report that involves an identified lower level property crime, either 
written by an officer or by a citizen reporting the incident online, will not be 
assigned to a detective for investigation.

 Scale assigned cases to ensure detectives are assigned to serious, higher priority 
investigations and cases with sufficient solvability factors.

 Communicate with public and county leaders regarding expectations and 
capabilities. 

Measure of Success
 Officers will have additional time to concentrate their efforts on more pressing 

community issues and serious criminal activity. 
 Continue to provide high quality investigative services for serious crimes.
 Continue to meet or exceed national average for case clearance rates.

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigations Section Commander
Patrol Section Commanders

Strategy 2 Enhance communication of crime trends/outcomes between 
divisions

Purpose To provide consistent, current and relevant information related to 
specific crime patterns in order to improve officer awareness and 
deliver the best data for resource allocation decisions.

Target Completion Date FY 2018/Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget 

Action Plan
 To expand the current CIS Liaison Program where patrol officers are assigned to 

different CID Units in order to meet and gather current crime trends and other 
information concerning criminal activity that is then shared with the other 
officers in the squad. 

 Continue to facilitate communication between CID and Operations: 
o Have officers meet with detectives to discuss crime trends. 
o Have detectives provide updates to roll calls on significant activities. 
o Continue to provide CIS Weekly Report to Operations Command Staff.
o Continue to provide significant case updates to Operations Command 

Staff.
 Create an automatic report via Accurint/ATACRAIDS to be sent to Division 

Commanders tailored to specifically identified crime types and based on an 
agreed upon timeframe.

Measure of Success
 Based on open lines of communication and sharing of information, crime trends 

are identified and effectively addressed in a timely manner.

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigations Division Commanders
Patrol Section Commanders
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Detailed Strategy Descriptions
Goal #3 – Community Engagement
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OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

Objective 1: Strengthen Community Bonds and Promote Partnerships

1: Attend, organize and promote community events

2: Develop/enhance relationships with critical stakeholders and partners 

3: Collaborate with County and community partners to provide assistance and services to crime victims

Objective 2: Strengthen Business Alliances

1: Collaborate with stakeholders to address quality of life concerns 

2: Collaboration with not-for-profit businesses 

Objective 3: Increase Transparency and Trust

1: Educate residents on police policies, training and tactics

2: Improve/enhance structure for volunteer programs

3: Youth engagement programs

4: Improve access to law enforcement information

5: Review, evaluate and monitor professional standards

6: Diversify social media content and promote social media platforms to broaden our reach with the community

Objective 4: Crime Awareness

1: Provide crisis/disaster awareness training to businesses, organizations and other stakeholders

2: Provide educational programs for personal safety, property and violent crime



Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 1: Strengthen Community Bonds and Promote 
Partnerships

Strategy 1 Attend, organize and promote community events

Purpose To engage citizens and the community to strengthen bonds and 
enhance trust and legitimacy.

Target Completion Date  Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/Grants

Action Plan
 Identify funding for events.
 Attend civic association meetings and community events such as picnics, parties, 

and National Night Out.
 Plan and coordinate the annual ACPD Block Party
 Utilize creative outreach efforts to engage the community such as Coffee with a 

Cop, Krafts with a Cop, alcohol awareness efforts, media programs, etc.
 Plan and coordinate holiday outreach efforts during the holiday seasons.
 Use social media and other engagement tools to promote and publicize efforts.

Measure of Success
 Number of events attended both external and department sponsored.
 Number of attendees at department sponsored events.
 Number of holiday and outreach programs held.
 Social media engagement rates for various events.
 Citizen satisfaction survey and comments on social media.

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)
Criminal Investigations Section Commander

Strategy 2 Develop/enhance relationships with critical stakeholders and 
partners

Purpose To strengthen bonds and enhance trust and legitimacy within 
the community by working with stakeholders and partners.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Identify key stakeholders and influencers within our community.
 Pro-actively conduct forums on identified issues.
 Work with business groups such as the BIDS, CPRO and local Chambers of 

Commerce 
 Engage underrepresented populations
 Continue partnership with representative organizations such as the NAACP, 

LULAC, Bugata, Allianza, LGBT, etc.
 Use media formats to educate the public on the police department to humanize 

the officers and explain tactics, policies, and procedures.

Measure of Success
 List of stakeholders.
 Number of stakeholder meetings and forums.
 Number of events/meetings with underrepresented population groups.
 Videos produced and disseminated on media platforms such as a dedicated You 

Tube channel. 

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 1: Strengthen Community Bonds and Promote 
Partnerships

Strategy 3 Collaborate with community partners to provide assistance 
and services to crime victims.

Purpose Strengthen bonds within the community provide or make 
referral for services to victims of crime.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Identify key stakeholders and influencers within our community.
 Work through existing partnerships to provide victim/witness services.
 Work with non-profits to ensure crime victims receive necessary services and 

support.
 Use media formats to educate the public on the police department resources.
 Provide resources and/or attend community/civic meetings to raise awareness of 

the resources and programs available.
 Ensure Special Victims Unit (SVU), Financial Crimes, and others actively 

participate/lead in appropriate partnerships and roundtables.

Measure of Success
 Actively participate in community efforts to support crime victims.
 Capture the number of stakeholder meetings and forums attended.
 Survey of community members and/or crime victims to evaluate services and their 

effectiveness.

Strategy Sponsor
Criminal Investigation Section Commander 
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 2: Strengthen Business Alliances

Strategy 1 Collaborate with stakeholders to address quality of life concerns

Purpose To enhance community safety and viability

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Establish a County-wide Restaurant and Bar Liaison position to assist in building 

business relationships.
 Hold meetings with business groups, such as the BIDS, Alliances, CPRO, to identify 

concerns and open communication. 
 Investigate community complaints working with stakeholders and partners.
 Coordinate with other County agencies to address issues, such as CPHD and DES.
 Engage neighborhoods around businesses to identify community problems and 

concerns.  
 Open lines of communication by identifying a single point of contact for 

community concerns.
 Distribute monthly crime and information bulletins to citizens and businesses.
 Promote Nextdoor as a communication tool for comments, questions, and 

concerns.

Measure of Success
 Number of investigations completed regarding business complaints.
 Number of meetings attended with stakeholders.
 Citizen Satisfaction Survey.
 Creation of permanent Restaurant and Bar Liaison position.

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders) 
Operations Support Section Commander

Strategy 2 Collaboration with not-for-profit businesses

Purpose To assist in the provision of shared services while enhancing 
engagement and transparency 

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Partner with non-profits to enhance engagement across populations.
 Work with the faith-based community to engage membership.
 Collaborate with non-profits to conduct community events.

Measure of Success
 Number of faith-based trainings and meetings.
 Number of meetings held with non-profits.
 Non-profit participation in department and County sponsored events.
 Police department participation in external events organized by non-profits.

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 3: Increase Transparency and Trust

Strategy 1 Educate residents on police policies, training and tactics

Purpose To foster community understanding and feedback regarding 
policies, training and tactics by being more transparent to the 
community.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Design a multi-week Citizen’s Police Academy (CPA) educational program that exposes the 

attendees to the policies, training and tactics used by the police department.
 Advertise the CPA to a wide-range of people who live and work in Arlington County.
 Select attendees that reflect the demographics of the Arlington community;
 Hold the multi-week CPA sessions using instructors from different functions of the police 

department.
 Evaluate the CPA program by having the attendees fill out evaluation sheets for the 

program.
 Encourage the graduates of the CPA to remain involved with the police department by 

offering them follow-on education opportunities and access to the ride along program.

Measure of Success
 Applications to the Citizen’s Police Academy.
 Completion of Citizen’s Police Academy by attendees.
 Evaluations from participants of Citizen’s Police Academy which indicate a greater 

understanding of department policies, training and tactics.

Strategy Sponsor
Human Resources Management Section Commander

Strategy 2 Improve/enhance structure for volunteer programs

Purpose Create a structure that efficiently utilizes the willingness of community 
members to volunteer their time for the police department in a way that 
accomplishes the mission of the department and strengthens the bond 
between the department and the community.

Target Completion Date FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Establish oversight of a working group that will evaluate the department’s current 

volunteer structures and make recommendations for changes.
 Compose the working group with stakeholders in the department’s volunteer program 

such as an auxiliary officer, civilian volunteer, bilingual coordinator, intern, CIS 
representative and Operations representative.

 Utilize resources from other jurisdictions and the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police (IACP)/Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) Volunteers In Police Services program to 
assess the current structure and determine possible changes.

 Establish a structure for volunteer programs that includes policies and standard operating 
procedures that will provide clear lines of accountability and efficiency in administration.

 Query sections within the department to determine the need for volunteers and the 
type/scope of the work to be assigned.

 Determine the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) necessary for each volunteer 
assignment and the necessary training requirements.

 Develop a structure for recruiting, vetting, training and assigning volunteers.
 Develop a structure for evaluating the utilization of potential volunteers
 Evaluate the volunteer program on an annual basis and modify as appropriate.

Measure of Success
 Creation of policies and procedures that govern the utilization of volunteers.
 Creation of clear lines of responsibility and accountability for volunteers.
 Increase the ease at which a prospective volunteer can gain information about the 

department’s volunteer programs, is processed for the program and assigned.
 Increased utilization of prospective volunteers.
 Increased satisfaction of volunteers at the department.

Strategy Sponsor
 Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 3: Increase Transparency and Trust

Strategy 3 Youth engagement programs

Purpose To establish creative ways to reach youth and parents to build 
sustainable relationships and have a lasting impact. 

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Establish a summer mentoring program and identify at-risk kids to participate.
 Participate in Teen Kids, a local non-profit to promote community service among 

youth.
 Plan and coordinate the annual Patrol Camp.
 Assist with safety presentations at local pre-schools and daycares.
 Conduct police department tours and provide assistance to local the local Scout 

troops.   
 Participate and help coordinate after-school reading programs for local youth.
 Plan and coordinate holiday outreach efforts.
 Create and participate in other kids programs to engage our youth in new and 

creative ways. 
 Partner with other county agencies to maximize outreach efforts with youth.  

Measure of Success
 Implement a summer mentor program.
 Number of patrol camp attendees.
 Number of attendees at the annual ACPD Block Party.
 Number of tours/presentations given.
 Number of after-school reading program participants.
 Citizen Satisfaction Survey.

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)

Strategy 4 Improve access to law enforcement information

Purpose To strengthen confidence between the police department and the 
public

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Develop and improve online access for:

o Sharing of data generated from Use of Force incidents, summons/citation and 
arrest statistics to include demographics.  

o Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
o Commend/Complain

 Develop an ACPD app for smartphones and devices.  
 Promote crime statistic information available to the public through LexisNexis.
 Publish, distribute and share crime lookouts in a timely manner.
 Continue collaboration with VASP to ensure the Sex Offender Registry contains 

current and accurate offender information.
 Continue to actively support and provide relevant information to Crime Solvers.
 Leverage relationships with media to distribute newsworthy crime information.
 Continue to develop, update and publish “Most Wanted” list.
 Have detectives and/or supervisors attend community events to provide 

information on significant criminal cases or trends.

Measure of Success
 Information provided is timely, accurate and accessible to the public.  
 Increased community satisfaction shown in the annual “Resident Satisfaction 

Survey”.

Strategy Sponsor
Office of Professional Responsibility Commander
Criminal Investigations Section Commander
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 3: Increase Transparency and Trust

Strategy 5 Review, evaluate and monitor professional standards

Purpose Greater accountability within the department and provide 
validation of those efforts to the community we serve

Target Completion Date FY 2019

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Complete and submit application to the Virginia Law Enforcement Professional 

Standards Commission (VLEPSC).
 Self-Assessment – Examination of operational practices and written policies.  

Prepare and modify directives where necessary.  
 Proofs of compliance – Applicable standards must be identified, copied and filed.
 Agency Evaluation – Assessors will review all standards, verify applicable standards 

and provide on-site feedback.  
 Commission Review – Meet compliance criteria and become accredited by the 

VLEPSC commission.  

Measure of Success
 Achieve Virginia Law Enforcement Professional Standards Commission 

accreditation.

Strategy Sponsor
Office of Professional Responsibility Commander

Strategy 6 Diversify social media content and promote social media platforms 
to broaden our reach with the community

Purpose Increase trust and confidence with the community we serve by 
highlighting community activities, answering citizen’s request for 
information and questions, providing public safety educational 
messaging and making the public aware of critical public safety 
incidents.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Extend internal communications with staff to encourage officers, civilians and 

volunteers to share photos applicable to our use on social media platforms.
 Promote safety education, community outreach, and criminal incidents.
 Ensure the branding of the Department is a key role of the Media Relations and 

Public Affairs Office.
 Develop community outreach events and promote the events on social media.
 Identify outside agencies with shared interests as the police department and 

collaborate on social media programs (e.g. APS and back to school safety).
 At events targeted at different groups (millennials, civic associations, children’s 

events, etc.) create specific messaging to promote our social media platforms.
 Identify positive public interest stories that involve ACPD and pitch them to 

traditional media outlets (e.g. officer’s donating food to homeless man).

Measure of Success
 Monitor social media analytics to ensure ACPDs social media messaging is 

reaching online audiences.
o Profile views
o New followers

 Number of positive ACPD media stories on public interest topics.

Strategy Sponsor
Media Relations and Public Affairs Office
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Goal #3: Community Engagement
Objective 4: Crime Awareness

Strategy 1 Provide crisis/disaster awareness training to businesses, 
organizations, and other stakeholders

Purpose Deliver emergency preparedness outreach and training.

Target Completion Date Ongoing  

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Provide active shooter awareness and preparedness training to the community.  
 Host discussion based workshops and drills, mainly focused on "Active Shooter 

Events".  
 Attend regional meetings to stay abreast of multi-discipline, multi-jurisdictional 

training and coordination opportunities to include regional resource typing, EOC 
position specific training development, re-configuring of the UASI Exercise & 
Training program proposal process, private sector engagement in recovery 
resource needs, and regional participation in emergency preparedness outreach 
programs.  

 Office of Emergency Management (OEM) will offer National Incident
Management System (NIMS) ICS 300 & 400 classes four times a year.

 OEM will work with the Department of Parks and Recreation - Special Events and 
Communications Department, the Arlington County Police Department, and the 
Arlington County Fire Department in the formulation of Emergency Evacuation 
Plans for scheduled special events.

Measure of Success 
 Provide emergency preparedness briefings to partner agencies, six times a year. 

Provide tailored business emergency preparedness training, quarterly, to Arlington 
based businesses.

 Conduct, facilitate and/or coordinate annual multi-disciplined, multi-jurisdictional 
exercises following the Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program 
(HSEEP) recommended protocols.

Strategy Sponsor
Human Resources Management Section Commander                                               
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)

Strategy 2 Provide educational programs for personal safety, property and 
violent crime.

Purpose Enhance safety and reduce crime by educating citizens on crime 
trends and prevention.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Distribute monthly crime and information reports to citizens.
 Use social media to engage citizens and provide safety information.
 Ensure Public Affairs Office has current crime data for daily reports.
 Publish Public Service Announcements on significant events and/or trends.
 Ensure police web-site maintains accurate, relevant and current information.
 Monitor crime trends and distribute information as needed to increase safety and 

awareness.
 Collaborate with CIS on information to be distributed and assist with education 

campaigns to prevent and reduce crime.
 Attend community meetings to address safety and crime related concerns. 
 Conduct child safety seat inspections.
 Plan and coordinate alcohol safety and distracted driving campaigns.
 Work with local businesses to reduce vulnerability by enhancing operations and 

design.

Measure of Success
 Number of safety bulletins and crime and information reports distributed.
 Social media engagement rates.
 Number of safety and education classes conducted.
 Number of patrons using SoberRide.

Strategy Sponsor
Community Resources Section Commander (Previously – District Commanders)
Human Resources Management Section Commander
Criminal Investigations Section Commander
Media Relations and Public Affairs Office
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Detailed Strategy Descriptions
Goal #4 – Enhance Infrastructure 
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OBJECTIVES AND SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

Objective 1: Develop Personnel

1: Expand professional development opportunities

2: Establish employee wellness program

3: Enhance programs that prepare officers to respond to multiple types of calls

Objective 2: Plan for Growth and Future Vacancies

1: Recruit applicants that reflect the demographics of the community

2: Maintain a workforce reflective of population projections

3: Enhance/Create automation of recruitment tools

Objective 3: Improve, Identify and Implement Technologies to Enhance Policing Services

1: Continual identification and prioritization of technological capabilities

2: Actively plan, adapt and manage Information and Technology  

3: Mobile Command Vehicle utilization analysis

4: Record Management System (RMS) implementation – COMPLETED

Objective 4: Conduct Facilities Planning

1: Annual evaluation of workspace usage 

Objective 5: Asset Management 

1: Evaluate/track vehicles and safety equipment; ensure end user input

2: Evaluate/track issued equipment assigned to officers; ensure end user input

3: Develop budgets that reflect equipment replacement cycles 



Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 1: Develop Personnel

Strategy  1 Expand professional development opportunities

Purpose Provide employees with the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) necessary to 
transition to other assignments within the department.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/TBD

Action Plan
 Obtain training for career development personnel regarding the identification of KSAs. 

 Delineate the KSAs desired for specific assignments within the department and provide 

these to employees in a logical format.

 Identify experiences and training options that will contribute to the KSAs required for 
specific assignments.

 Develop and implement a process for employees to assess the level of their KSAs and which 

assignments would best suit their current KSAs.
 Develop and implement a voluntary, structured mentoring program for employees.

 Implement a program that provides opportunities for temporary assignments to different 

job functions.

 Tailor training opportunities to enhance the KSAs for an employee’s chosen career path.
 Create a process for facilitating an employee applying new KSAs while in their current 

assignment.

 Collect feedback about the professional development process and assess necessary 
adjustments.

Measure of Success
 Number of assignment specific KSA listings created.
 Number of experience and training listings for assignment specific KSAs.
 Amount of participation in mentoring program.
 Number of temporary assignments filled on an annual basis.
 Number of positive employee assessments of the professional development process.

Strategy Sponsor
Human Resources Management Section Commander

Strategy 2 Establish employee wellness program

Purpose Create a culture of wellness for the agency

Target Completion Date FY 2020

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Create a nutrition education program.

 Inform staff of fitness resources.

 Implementation of Job Functional Test.
 Provide education on mental wellness.

 Identify funding for psychological services.

 Research funding options for additional fitness facility.

Measure of Success
 Increase participation in fitness program.

 Number of educational classes/year.

 Number of classes on diabetes/hypertension.
 Implementation of psychological services program.

Strategy Sponsor

Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 1: Develop Personnel

Strategy 3 Enhance programs that prepare personnel to respond to multiple 

types of calls and/or conduct criminal investigations 

Purpose Prepare personnel to respond to multiple types of calls and/or 
conduct criminal investigations.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget 

Action Plan
 Query personnel in Operations and Investigations in order to identify gaps in the ability of 

personnel to respond to multiple types of calls and/or conduct criminal investigations.

 Prioritize findings in order to address gaps according to frequency, impact and solvability.
 Identify training efficiencies & redundancies - where a training may address multiple gaps.
 Design courses to address the gaps and test student proficiency at application.
 Test courses with a sample of students and obtain feedback regarding effectiveness of the 

training in addressing the gaps.
 Evaluate feedback and adjust courses as appropriate.
 Provide information about training to the supervisors of the trainees and encourage the 

supervisors to identify opportunities where the officer can test the learned skills in real 

situations.
 Repeat process with other gaps further down the priority list.
 Reassess list of gaps annually.

Measure of Success

 Identification and prioritization of a list of gaps in the performance of personnel in 
responding to multiple types of calls and/or conducting of investigations.

 An annual reduction in the above list after application of designed courses.

Strategy Sponsor

Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 2: Plan for Growth and Future Vacancies

Strategy 1 Recruit applicants that reflect the demographics of the community

Purpose Examine diversity recruiting practices, funding, and levels for 
efficacy; identify and increase effective recruitment methods 
directed towards underrepresented populations; and establish and 
maintain funding sources/methods to ensure success.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Survey officers to determine what influenced their decision to pursue employment 

with the agency.
 Review current practices and data.
 Identify internal and external funding sources.
 Establish a mobile recruiting platform and strategy.
 Seek dedicated/increased budget funding for recruiting.
 Develop relationship with key stakeholders (external) college programs, athletic 

departments.
 Increase engagement with community groups, local and national organizations, 

and faith communities.
 Conduct quarterly information sessions/recruiting open houses for potential 

applicants.
 Establish a recruitment incentive for current officers.
 Increase diversity in recruiting efforts.
 Establish an entry questionnaire for new police hires.
 Establish data capture and data review to consistently monitor progress (excel 

spreadsheets).
 Update recruiting infrastructure:  equipment, videos, advertising, banners, 

technology.

Measure of Success
 Local and regional demographics are reflected in hiring practices.

Strategy Sponsor
Human Resources Management Section Commander

Strategy 2 Maintain a workforce reflective of population projections

Purpose To develop data-driven and industry best practice strategies in 
training, promotion, and mentorship to guarantee the hiring and 
retention of police officers reflective of population projections.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Maintain focus groups and evaluation procedures geared towards identification 

and mitigation of systematic, procedural, and cultural barriers to minority hiring, 
retention, and promotion.

 Establish formalized mentoring programs for officers at various tenures with 
special consideration to underrepresented populations.

 Yearly review and evaluation of hiring standards, data, processes and practices to 
ensure uniformity with current trends, industry and regional standards, 
competitiveness with regional agencies, and reduction of adverse impact on 
minority hiring and retention.

 After-action reports for all promotion and selection process to include candidate 
evaluations, areas of concern, training deficiencies, and statistical results.

 Maintain and cultivate direct relationships with minority serving educational and 
community organizations to ensure an abundant source of minority applicants.

 Yearly evaluation, update, and training of police applicant interviewers to ensure 
consistency with agency hiring standards,  diversity, and mitigation of implicit 
bias.  

Measure of Success 
 Maintaining a workforce consistently reflective of population projections

Strategy Sponsor
Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 2: Plan for Growth and Future Vacancies

Strategy 3 Enhance/Create automation of recruitment tools

Purpose To design, invest in, and update technological tools aimed at 

collecting, tracking, and analyzing officer data throughout 

their employment with Arlington County Police Department 

(recruitment, application, hiring, training, promotion, and 

separation).

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding TBD

Action Plan

 Design, create, update, and utilize data collection and analysis software to 

successfully capture employment levels throughout an officer’s tenure and 

increase efficiency and productivity of the recruitment and hiring process.

 Gain understanding and training on County Human Resources (HR) employment 

systems (NEOgov, PRISM, etc.) to use as a data source.

 Create and update instruction manuals for all aspects of the recruitment, applicant 

tracking, and hiring procedures to ensure uniformity and consistency.

 Consolidate information into one software program/database to reduce 

redundancy and ensure accessibility, accuracy, and analysis capability.

Measure of Success

 Implementation of automated tools which ensures accuracy, consolidation, and 

analysis of key recruitment and hiring data as well as a more efficient, timely, and 

streamlined hiring process.

Strategy Sponsor

Human Resources Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 3: Improve, Identify and Implement Technologies to 
Enhance Policing Services

Strategy 1 Continual identification and prioritization of technological 
capabilities

Purpose Identify industry trends, tools, systems for use by police operations 
and processes.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Continue to maintain and actively manage a portfolio of police systems and 

applications to assure relevancy, cost effectiveness and reliability.  Monitor 
industry trends to proactively plan and budget for future technological 
advancements.

 Continually evaluate the system portfolio to assure alignment with the 
organization’s goals and objectives.

 Employ industry best practice in the refreshment of mission critical systems to 
assure a high degree of reliability and optimal performance.

Measure of Success
 Project reflects latest proven technologies, tools and platforms available in law 

enforcement.

Strategy Sponsor
Public Safety Information Technology Manager

Strategy 2 Actively plan, adapt and manage Information and Technology  

Purpose To maintain a stable and reliable Information Technology (IT) 
environment

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/Capital

Action Plan
 Evaluate 4G public safety long-term evolution technologies and benefits .
 Blend current access technologies with the next generation devices to remain 

ahead of the technology.
 Plan for cost-effective replacement of mobile data needs.
 Complete the implementation of Criminal Justice Records Management System 

(CJRMS).
 Conduct and publish a survey to determine where technology gaps exist in the 

Agency.
 Implement an online training system to enhance training and communication 

opportunities.
 Upgrade legacy systems, devices and interfaces to ensure optimal functionality 

and a clear pathway for Next Generation (NG) 911-related technological 
advancement.

 Standardize storage process and policies to increase active management of 
storage resources and media.

 Maintain regional partnerships through sustained and increased regional 
presence.

 Annually evaluate and update a IT budget plan denoting when major 
expenditures are necessary.

 Integrate GIS data and other IT resources to optimize data management and 
reporting.

 Establish a COOP plan for IT infrastructure in the event of an evacuation of 
primary sites.

Measure of Success
 Completed projects on time and on budget.

Strategy Sponsor
Public Safety Information Technology Manager
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 3: Improve, Identify and Implement Technologies to 
Enhance Policing Services

Strategy 3 Mobile Command Vehicle utilization analysis

Purpose Evaluate usage of the MCV and determine future options.

Target Completion Date FY 2018

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan

 Review usage for a three year period.

 Review maintenance history.

 Determine Vehicle Value.

 Meet with counterparts in the Fire Department to determine needs.

 Make recommendation to Police and Fire Chiefs.

o Keep current vehicle.

o Sell current vehicle.

o Sell current vehicle and partner w/Fire Department to share a MVC.

Measure of Success

 Select from one of the three options listed above.

Strategy Sponsor

Special Operations Section Commander

Strategy 4 Record Management System (RMS) implementation

Purpose Complete transition to new system.

Target Completion Date COMPLETED

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Seized Assets and Capital

Action Plan

 Build System.

 Train staff. 

 Transition from Tiburon to New World.

 Monitor end user progress and make adjustments as necessary. 

 Provide RMS Project Team resources for staff during and after transition is 

complete.

Measure of Success

 Successful implementation and transition.

Strategy Sponsor

Information and Technology Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 4: Conduct Facilities Planning

Strategy 1 Annual evaluation of workspace usage

Purpose Plan for future growth (number of officers) as the County 

increases in population.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan

 As the population of the county increases, ensure there is a plan in place to 

increase the number of officers.  As this growth takes place, this building has a 

fixed threshold and we must look elsewhere in the County for off-site facilities.

 Movement of personnel within existing headquarters to maximize unit cohesion.

 Off-site properties to be developed are the Oakland Street warehouse, Buck 

properties.

 Participate in County long range storage advisory committee to identify other 

work areas within the County.

Measure of Success

 Limitation of $1,800.00 per year budget.

Strategy Sponsor

Support Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 5: Asset Management

Strategy 1 Evaluate/track vehicles and safety equipment; ensure end user 
input

Purpose To provide the officer’s with the proper vehicles and safety 
equipment that are both safety/quality tested.

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget/Pass-Through

Action Plan
 Meet annually with the Watch Commanders, SOS Commander and CIS 

Commander and their staff to evaluate the current fleet and prepare worksheets 
for the following year’s vehicle replacement cycle.

 Track vehicles needing repair services, preventive maintenance, annual 
registration renewals, fuel cards, safety recalls and collision repair.  Ensure that 
fleet vehicles are not out of service for extended periods of time.  

 Ensure vehicles are properly accounted for and documented in vehicle master 
inventory worksheet via the annual Command Vehicle Inspection.

 Continue to purchase the most fuel efficient vehicles and maximize the numbers 
of those vehicles to officers living farthest away.

 Coordinate purchase of IT equipment (in-car camera, Mobile Data Terminals) with 
Public Safety Information Technology.

 Meet annually with Sheehy Ford to review product quality and review upcoming 
vehicle safety features.

 Ensure safety equipment meets industry standards (contract requirement) and 
that equipment is rotated out at the proper time in its lifespan.

 Attend roll calls to obtain end user feedback. 

Measure of Success  
 Maintain accurate records of vehicle accountability, purchases/deadlined vehicles, 

preventative maintenance and repair schedules.  Officer safety equipment will be 
purchased with end user feedback and must conform to industry safety standards 
such as NIJ.

Strategy Sponsor
Support Management Section Commander

Strategy 2 Evaluate/track issued equipment assigned to officers; ensure end 
user input

Purpose Maintain and account for high quality safety equipment 

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget 

Action Plan
 Ensure property staff accounts for all equipment transferred from the Tiburon 

system to the New World system
 Institute new bar coding for both police equipment, evidence 

acquisition/destruction as well as maintaining inventory of office supplies
 Annual survey of officers requesting input of assigned safety equipment as well 

as other equipment used on a regular basis (within contract)
 Ensure safety equipment such as ballistic vests follow National Institute of Justice 

standards and 5 year replacement cycle.  This is currently built into the budget
 Quarterly as well as an end of Fiscal Year meeting with property/budget staff to 

examine current budget and contracts and make necessary modifications of 
equipment if applicable

Measure of Success
 End user satisfaction while staying under budget

Strategy Sponsor
Support Management Section Commander
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Goal #4: Enhance Infrastructure
Objective 5: Asset Management

Strategy Develop budgets that reflect equipment replacement cycles

Purpose Annually evaluate and update a budget plan denoting when major 
expenditures are necessary

Target Completion Date Ongoing

Active Fiscal Year/Funding Operating Budget

Action Plan
 Maintain good fiscal stewardship.

Measure of Success 
 Meet with budget analyst along with Property Lieutenant each quarter and during 

end of year close out.
 Meet quarterly with Business Manager at the yard to review current repair/fuel 

and replacement vehicle costs for the upcoming FY.
 Maintain and stay within budget for vehicles/fuel totaling $2.3 million and 

$900,000 dollars annually.  Fuel purchases is completely dependent on the market 
and prices will fluctuate to reflect this.

 Maintain and stay within budget with the $220,000 dollar annual wearing apparel 
budget – Prepare and renegotiate wearing and apparel contract every three years.
o Ensure ballistic vests are rotated out after 5 year lifecycle is complete.

 Maintain and stay within budget with the Operating Supplies budget totaling 
$45,000 annually – This includes ordering and maintaining proper stock of flares, 
flashlights, SafeGuard Shredding, laundry and water/gas bill.

 Maintain and stay within budget with the Office Supplies budget totaling $99,000 
annually –look to reduce annual costs by reducing paper, toner and thumb drives 
purchases.

 Maintain and stay within $80,000.00 Armory budget that includes ammunition 
purchases, weapon purchases, Taser purchases and assorted maintenance 
products. 

Strategy Sponsor
Support Management Section Commander
Human Resources Management Section Commander
Patrol Section Commanders
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